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ABSTRACT
The ability of three-dimensional magnetic ““ spine ÏÏ and ““ fan ÏÏ reconnection solutions to provide Ñare-

like energy release is discussed. It is pointed out, on the basis of exact analytic solutions, that fast dissi-
pation is possible only if the hydromagnetic pressure in the reconnection region becomes unbounded in
the limit of small plasma resistivities. The implication is that some ““ saturation ÏÏ of the power output is
inevitable for realistic coronal plasmas. Estimates of the saturated power, based on limiting the Ñux
pileup in the Ðeld, suggest that the geometry of the spine reconnection mechanism precludes signiÐcant
Ñare energy release. However, the current sheet structures involved in fan reconnection seem able to
release sufficient magnetic energy fast enough to account for modest Ñares, even under the conservative
assumption of classical plasma resistivities.
Subject headings : MHD È plasmas

1. INTRODUCTION

It is widely believed that magnetic reconnection is the
mechanism underlying the spectacular energy release of the
solar Ñare & Priest Yet for(Forbes 1987 ; Biskamp 1994).
reconnection to be e†ective in a plasma of high conductiv-
ity, localized regions of strong current density must develop,
involving near-singularities in the magnetic Ðeld. Models of
magnetic merging displaying these characteristics have been
constructed, but it seems doubtful whether any resistive
mechanism yet developed can liberate sufficient magnetic
energy fast enough to explain the Ñare.

A feature common to all magnetic reconnection solutions
is the presence of intense, high-current regions in the vicin-
ity of the magnetic neutral point. This occurs in both
dynamic, planar simulations & Welter(Biskamp 1980 ;

& Craig & Craig &DeLuca 1992 ; Rickard 1993 ; Rickard
Priest and in analytic, steady state solutions in two1994)
and three dimensions & Henton &(Craig 1995 ; Craig
Fabling The evidence suggests that the ohmic dissi-1996).
pation rate can remain ““ fast,ÏÏ with reductions in the plasma
resistivity (g) only if strong ““ Ñux pileup ÏÏ can be sustained
by the Ñow.

Consider, for instance, a typical reconnection simulation
in planar geometry (e.g., Morrison,Hassam 1992 ; Ofman,
& Steinolfson There is a ground-state1993).
conÐgurationÈusually a magnetic X-pointÈonto which
some global magnetic disturbance is superposed. As time
evolves, the disturbance becomes concentrated into a near-
singular current sheet. The length of the sheet is determined
externally (by the amplitude of the initial disturbance within
limits set by the global geometry), but the width is con-
trolled by the plasma resistivity, g & Watson(Craig 1992 ;

& Craig Fast reconnectionCraig 1994 ; McClymont 1996).
in plasmas of Ðnite pressure occurs provided that the Ðeld
strength at the onset of the current layer can continue to
increase with reductions in g. However, the merging stalls
when the hydromagnetic back pressure in the sheet over-
comes the ““ external ÏÏ Lorentz forces driving the Ñow

& Welter Henton, & Rickard(Biskamp 1980 ; Craig, 1993 ;
& CraigBiskamp 1994 ; McClymont 1996).

These Ðndings seem robust to the details of the reconnec-
tion model. Although it is sometimes stated that arbitrary

reconnection rates can be achieved in steady state merging
solutions, the truth is that all exact models imply some
““ saturation ÏÏ of the dissipation rate. This can be demon-
strated in ““ closed ÏÏ or periodic X-point geometries by per-
forming a magnetofrictional relaxation experiment at zero
resistivity to determine the amplitude of the saturated Ðeld

& Craig The recent three-(Rickard 1993 ; Craig 1994).
dimensional ““ spine ÏÏ and ““ fan ÏÏ reconnection solutions in
incompressible ““ open ÏÏ plasmas & Fabling(Craig 1996)
also imply saturation. In this case fast reconnection requires
that massive hydromagnetic pressures (Dg~1@2 or greater)
be available to drive the Ñows that localize the current.
Since there is an upper limit to the pressure available in the
solar atmosphere, the Ñux pileup must eventually saturate,
stalling the reconnection.

The likelihood of saturation does not mean, however,
that the energetic output of the merging is negligible. As
Watson & Craig point out, the power output(1997a, 1997b)
from fan reconnection solutions can be quite considerable,
even under the assumption of classical collisional
resistivities. In fact, since a Ñare probably involves signiÐ-
cant enhancements of the classical resistivity by factors of
105 or more the power estimates of Watson(Parker 1979),
& Craig could be signiÐcantly underestimated.

The purpose of the present paper is to assess how the
energy outputs from spine and fan reconnection measure up
against the extreme requirements of the Ñare. We consider
mainly classical, uniform resistivities, but assume that the
hydromagnetic pressures driving the merging can never
exceed the level set by photospheric sunspot Ðelds (typically
a few thousand gauss) at the base of the solar atmosphere.
These broad assumptions are all that is necessary to esti-
mate the saturated output power of the reconnection solu-
tions.

In we compare the predictions of recent analytic,° 2
three-dimensional reconnection solutions against the ener-
getic requirements of the Ñare. A discussion of the saturated
power outputs is given in where it is pointed out° 3,
that the spine reconnection output is insufficient for the
Ñare. A simple geometrical argument shows that fan recon-
nection solutions provide energy release scalings which
are near optimum. Our main conclusions are summarized
in ° 4.
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2. SPINE AND FAN RECONNECTION SOLUTIONS

2.1. MHD Equations
We assume that the plasma is governed by the steady

state momentum and induction equations for an incom-
pressible, resistive plasma. The geometry is open in the
sense that material can enter and leave the reconnection
region. The system can be written in the nondimensional
form

(¿ Æ $)x[ (x Æ $)¿\ (B Æ $)J [ (J Æ $)B , (2.1)

(¿ Æ $)B [ (B Æ $)¿\ g+2B , (2.2)

where the magnetic and velocity Ðelds satisfy $ Æ B \
and the current density and Ñuid vorticity are$ Æ ¿\ 0,

given by

J \ $ Â B , x\ $ Â ¿ . (2.3)

The system is conservative apart from the resistive losses
of the plasma. The dimensionless coronal resistivity g has
the magnitude of an inverse Lundquist number. Lundquist
numbers from 10~14 to 10~10 have been quoted in the
literature, and we shall assume a logarithmic mean g \

in what follows. The smallness of the resistivityg
c
\ 10~12

implies that the ohmic dissipation rate,

Wg \ g
P

J2 dV 4 gSJ2T , (2.4)

can be signiÐcant only in the presence of steep gradients in
the magnetic Ðeld. A central aim of reconnection theory is
to demonstrate solutions thatÈfor well-deÐned B and ¿
Ðelds on the inÑow boundariesÈcan produce strong local-
ized currents in the vicinity of the magnetic neutral point.
The solution is ““ fast ÏÏ if scales independently of anyWgpositive power of the plasma resistivity. In practice this
requires SJ2T to grow faster than 1/g as g ] 0.

2.2. Energetic Requirements of the Flare
It is generally accepted that only fast dissipation mecha-

nisms can explain the Ñare. Suppose we consider a coronal
plasma of Ðeld strength G occupying the volumeB

c
\ 100

where cm. The typical Alfve� n speedV
c
\ L

c
3, L

c
\ 109.5

cm s~1, corresponding to a plasma of numbervA \ 108.5
density 1010 cm~3, leads to an Alfve� n timescale of qA \

s. The Ñare release time, typically 102 s, corre-L
c
/vA \ 10

sponds to several coronal Alfve� n times.
However, although the global magnetic energy of the

plasma is 1031 ergs, only a small fraction is required to
power a modest Ñare. A global reduction of just 1 G yields
an output of 1029.5 ergs, which is directly comparable to the
thermal content of a soft X-rayÈemitting Ñare plasma of 107
K. Yet the smallness of the resistivity makes it is difficult for
any resistive mechanism to achieve the required power
output of 1027È1028 ergs s~1.

Suppose we calibrate in units of the global magneticWgenergy divided by the Alfve� n time Then mustB
c
2/8n qA. Wgbe of order 10~3 to meet the rate of 1027 ergs s~1. We see

that in the coronal limit the dimensionlessg \ g
c
^ 10~12,

current density has to be enormous, SJ2T ^ 109, to achieve
an appreciable Ñare output.

2.3. Spine and Fan Reconnection Models
As & Fabling have pointed out, any reconec-Craig (1996)

tion solution is likely to be related to the eigenstructure of

three-dimensional magnetic nulls (see & FinnLau 1990 ;
& Titov Consider the three-dimensionalPriest 1996).

X-point given by

P(x) \ a[[xxü ] iyyü ] (1 [ i)zzü ] . (2.5)

Here i deÐnes the isotropy of the Ðeld, a the intensity, and
all variables are measured in the coronal units introduced in

By taking 0 \ i \ 1 and a [ 0, the x-axis always° 2.2.
deÐnes a separatrix Ðeld line into the neutral point ; out-
going separatrix lines are restricted to the plane x \ 0 and
emanate radially from the nullÈas illustrated schematically
in In the nomenclature of & TitovFigure 1. Priest (1996),
the separatrices comprise the spine curve, namely, the
x-axis, and the fan plane x \ 0.

Reconnection is driven by superposing disturbances onto
the X-point. & Fabling show that the form ofCraig (1996)
the reconnection depends on which of the separatrices is
distorted by the disturbance Ðeld Q(x). The magnetic and
velocity Ðelds are given by the general superposition

B(x) \ jP ] Q , ¿(x) \ P ] jQ , (2.6)

where j is a constant and P is the X-point Ðeld (eq. [2.5]).
In fan current reconnection we have that

Q \ Q(x) \ Y (x)yü ] Z(x)xü , (2.7)

and so only distortions of the spine occur. As shown sche-
matically in this leads to a classical current sheetFigure 2,
in the fan plane x \ 0. Flux is piled up at the onset of a
narrow resistive layer overlying the neutral point. By taking
j \ 0, the solution degenerates to pure magnetic annihi-
lation involving straight Ðeld lines.

illustrates a second possibility, namely, thatFigures 3
quasi-cylindrical, spine-aligned currents are driven by dis-
turbances in the fan. In this case the disturbance Ðeld is two
dimensional,

Q(y, z) \ X(y, z)xü , (2.8)

and the reconnection solution displays counterrotating
current tubes aligned parallel to the axis of the spine. The

FIG. 1.ÈSchematic spine and fan structure for an isolated X-point null
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FIG. 2.ÈFan reconnection solutions. (a) Schematic representation of
the current sheet structure of a typical fan solution. Motions that distort
the spine generate currents in the fan plane. Light shaded areas represent
regions with high current magnitudes. (b) Flow streamlines for a fan recon-
nection solution with parameters a \ 1, g \ 3 ] 10~3, andi \ 12, j \ 34,

The arrows denote the inÑow direction, while the crossY (1)\Z(1)\ 14.marks the position of the null.

spine solutions o†er much richer current structures than the
simple current sheets of the fan model. They also allow
faster ohmic dissipation, provided the severe pressure
problem discussed in can be ignored.° 3.2

2.4. Fan Reconnection Scalings
Let us Ðrst determine the dissipation scalings for fan

current solutions. By substituting into theequation (2.6)
momentum and the inductionequation (2.1) equation (2.2)
we Ðnd that the fan current disturbance Ðeld Y (x) satisÐes

et al.(Craig 1995)

g6 Y A ] xY @] iY \ 0 , g6 4
g

a(1 [ j2) , a [ 0 , (2.9)

where is of order g. An identical equation holds for Z(x)g6
under the replacements Y (x)] Z(x), i ] (1[ i).

Instead of the boundary-layer analysis of et al.Craig
we invoke here the parabolic cylinder function solu-(1995),

tion

Y (x) \ A
x

g6 1@2 M
Ai ] 1

2
,
3
2

, [ x2
2g6
B

] BM
Ai
2

,
1
2

, [ x2
2g6
B

,

(2.10)

written in terms of the Kummer function M(a, b, z). Well-
behaved solutions require which implies either a [ 0,g6 [ 0,
o j o\ 1 or a \ 0, o j o[ 1. We reject the latter possibility as
unphysical since it implies small length scales on the inÑow
boundaries & Henton(Craig 1995).

We require only the asymptotic properties of the
Kummer function, namely,

M(a, b, z)D
G1 ] az/b ,
o z o~a ,

as z] 0 ,
as z] [O .

(2.11)

We do not require the even solution (see Watson & Craig
so we set B\ 0. The odd solution grows1997a, 1997b),

linearly for small x, peaks when x ^ g1@2, and falls o† as
Agi@2x~i (recall we assume As i ] 1 the Ñux pileupg6 ^ g).
is most severe, and, for prescribed Ðeld strengths of order
unity on x \ ^1, the amplitude of the disturbance Ðeld
scales as AD g~i@2. By contrast, for i \ 0 the Ðeld ampli-
tude Y (x) is constant outside the current layer. These
extremes are simply the Dawson function and error func-
tion solutions, respectively, discussed by & CraigFabling

Since our main concern is an estimate of the power(1966).
output, we shall adopt only the simplest solution : this is the

fan solution in which the disturbance Ðeld Q buildsi \ 12up as g~1@4 at the onset of the current layer.

2.5. Spine Reconnection Scalings
Turning now to spine reconection, we note that isi \ 12again the simplest model, since it allows a cylindrical mode

decomposition of the disturbance Ðeld in the planes of con-
stant x. SpeciÐcally, we let

X(y, z)] X(r, h) \ f (r)eimh ,

where r2\ y2] z2 and tan h \ y/z. The radial spine equa-
tion for f (r) is then given by

f ] 1
2

rf @\ g6
A
f A ] f @

r
[m2

r2 f
B

. (2.12)

For the solution to be well behaved we require withg6 \ 0
a \ 0, o j o\ 1, which corresponds to plasma, injected into
the fan, being squirted out along the spine. It is easily shown
that only the m\ 1 mode corresponds to reconnec-(Fig. 3)
tion involving Ðnite currents at the neutral point : all other
modes are associated with pure resisitive di†usion in the
cylindrical current layer & Fabling(Craig 1996).

The solution, which is well behaved as r ] 0, is given by

f (r) \ A
A r2
o 4g6 o

Bm@2
M
A
1 ] 1

2
m , 1 ] m, [ r2

o 4g6 o
B

. (2.13)

The m\ 0 mode is exceptional, but for all higher modes f (r)
falls o† as r~2 outside the axial region r D g1@2 of high
current density. We must therefore take AD g~1 to achieve
Ðelds of order unity on the r \ 1 boundary. By using the
Kummer transformation

M(1 ] 12m, 1 ] m, [z2) \ e~z2M(12m, 1 ] m, z2) ,

(2.14)

we can show that the Kummer function solutions, for all
even m, reduce to the terminating series solutions deduced
by & Fabling More critically, as discussedCraig (1996).
below, the Ðeld amplitude o f (r) o^ AD g~1 leads to a
superfast dissipation rate.

3. POWER OUTPUT FOR SPINE AND FAN RECONNECTION

3.1. Introduction
The solutions outlined above o†er an exact description of

steady state incompressible reconnection in open geome-
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FIG. 3.ÈSpine reconnection solutions. (a) Schematic representation of the current structure of a typical spine solution. Motions that distort the fan
generate currents along the spine. In contrast to the sheet geometry of the currents are now constrained to quasi-cylindrical tubes. (b) Flow streamlinesFig. 1,
for spine reconnection. InÑow aligned to the fan is squired out along the spine. Parameters are a \ [1, g \ 3 ] 10~3, m\ 1, and f (1)\ 0.015.i \ 12, j \ 34,

tries. However, as we will see in fast reconnection is° 3.2,
achieved at the high price of unrealistic hydromagnetic
pressures throughout the reconnection region. This leads to
the absurd result that, for Ðxed-amplitude disturbance Ðelds
on the inÑow boundaries, the ohmic dissipation rate can
increase indeÐnitely (see with reductions in the[3.3])
plasma resistivity.

To overcome this lack of physicality we need to impose
an upper limit to the hydromagnetic pressures that can be
tolerated in the reconnection region (Watson & Craig

The disturbance Ðeld must be limited to1997a, 1997b).
some saturated amplitude determined, for a prescribed
hydromagnetic pressure bound, by the plasma resistivity g.
We will see that this prescription leads to concrete predic-
tions for the maximum power output at realistic coronal
resistivities.

3.2. T he Problem with Fast Reconnection
To determine the scaling of the dissipation rate, we must

Ðx the level of the disturbance Ðeld Q on the inÑow bound-
aries of the model. Consider Ðrst the fan reconnection scal-
ings for The volume containing the current *V isi \ 12.proportional to the width *x D g1@2 of the sheet. If Ðelds of
order unity are washed in through the inÑow boundaries
x \ ^1, the Ðeld amplitude at the current layer must scale
as o Q(x) oD g~1@4, and so

Wg^ gJ2*V ^ Q2*V D g0 . (3.1)

This conÐrms as fast when Ðelds of Ðxed amplitude areWgwashed into the reconnection region.
The plasma pressure is obtained from the uncurled form

of the momentum The result isequation (2.1).

p(x, y, z)\ p0[ (P2] Q2)/2 [ aj[yY (x)] zZ(x)]/2 ,

(3.2)

and so the pressure at the neutral point must increasep0without bound as g ] 0 in order for the pressure to remain
positive. In particular, This huge pressurep0^ Q2D g~1@2.
reÑects the magnetic pressure in the sheet and the hydro-
magnetic pressure on the inÑow boundary x \ 1. It follows
that pressure in the reconnection region is ultimately set (as
a boundary condition for any Ðxed g) by the nature of the
external regions that drive the reconnection. Equation (3.2)
then conÐrms that the external hydromagnetic pressures (at
x \ ^1) required to sustain the reconnection must be com-
parable to the gas pressure at the neutral point.p0The pressure problem is even more severe for spine
reconnection. The disturbance Ðeld builds up as
Q\ X ^ g~1, and since *V ^ nr2D g we obtain the super-
fast rate

Wg ^ gJ2*V ^ Q2*V D g~1 . (3.3)

Instead of we now haveequation (3.2)

p(x, y, z) \ p0[ (P2] X2)/2 ] ajxX , (3.4)

and the scaling of the pressure, namely, z)2D g~2,p0^ X(y,
is even more extreme.
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3.3. Saturated Power Output for Fan Reconnection
We now limit the output power by assuming that the

hydromagnetic pressure of the neutral-point region is
bounded by the external pressure available to drive the
merging. Since the largest pressures in the solar atmosphere
are associated with photospheric sunspot Ðelds of around

G, we assume that the localized magnetic ÐeldB
p
\ 103.5

surrounding the neutral point can be enhanced (relative to
our reference coronal Ðeld G) by factors notB

c
\ 100

exceeding 101.5. Thus in the nondimensionalB
p
^ 101.5

units of ° 2.2.
In the case of fan reconnection we assume the limit

for This gives the saturated outputo Q(x) o^B
p

g ^ g
c
.

Wgc ^ B
p
2*V ^ g

c
1@2B

p
2^ 10~3 , (3.5)

assuming Since our unit of power is 1030 ergsg
c
\ 10~12.

s~1, we achieve our target rate of 1027 ergs s~1.
How much energy is actually liberated during the recon-

nection process? If we evaluate the total energy in the dis-
turbance Ðeld, we Ðnd that [by a factor of theln (1/g

c
)]

outer region x [ g1@2 accounts for the bulk of the excess
magnetic energy,

T1
2

B2
U

^
1
4

g
c
1@2B

p
2 ln
A 1
g
c

B
^ 10~2 . (3.6)

This translates to liberating 2 ] 1029 ergs in the dis-
turbance Ðeld in typically

q^
SB2/2T

Wgc
\ 1

4
ln
A 1
g
c

B
^ 10 (3.7)

coronal Alfve� n times. This corresponds to a time of around
102 s typically.

3.4. Saturated Power Output for Spine Reconnection
For spine reconnection we assume the bound oX(y, z) o4

when However, because of the smallo f (r) o^B
p

g ^ g
c
.

volume element *V ^ nr2D g, we obtain a saturated
output of only

Wgc ^ B
p
2*V ^ ng

c
B

p
2^ 10~8.5 . (3.8)

This is down by a factor of 105.5 on our target rate of 1027
ergs s~1 and suggests that spine reconnection is incapable
of powering even a tiny Ñare. The problem lies in the
geometry : we Ðnd that the energy contained in the Ðeld,

SB2/2T ^ ng
c
B

p
2^ 10~8.5 , (3.9)

translates to only 6 ] 1022 ergs. Thus, although the energy
is released over a single Alfve� n time, that is,

q^
SB2/2T

Wgc
^ 1 , (3.10)

the quasi-cylindrical spine region simply cannot contain
enough magnetic energy under the constraint that o f (r) o¹

for Obviously, the condition of fast dissipation isB
p

g ^ g
c
.

only necessary, not sufficient, for a signiÐcant power output.

3.5. Geometrical Considerations
It is interesting that the previous results can be antici-

pated on very simple geometrical considerations, indepen-
dent of the details of the spine and fan solutions. Suppose
*V is the current volume enclosing the Ñux pileup Ðeld of
amplitude Q. We shall assume, in line with the previous
solutions, that *V contains a representative fraction of the
magnetic energy in the disturbance Ðeld Q. Suppose further

that

*V ^ llL 3~l , L D g0 , (3.11)

where l scales in some way with g, and lº 1 governs the
dimensionality of the current region. Then l\ 1 gives a
current sheet, appropriate to fan current reconnection,
while l\ 2 represents the current cylinder of spine recon-
nection. The case l\ 3 has no direct interpretation in terms
of the present solutions but can be thought of as a localized
current ball. In the same sense l\ 1.5 (for example) corre-
sponds to a Ñattened cylinder of current.

Since J D Q/l, the power and energy scalings are given by

Wg ^ gQ2ll~2L 3~l , (3.12)

SB2/2T ^ Q2llL 3~l . (3.13)

Obviously we would like both these quantities to scale
favorably with g. While Q should be chosen as large as
possible (consistent with the scaling with l is con-Q2¹ B

p
2),

tradictory. However, by taking lD g1@2, we obtain identical
scalings for both and SB2/2T for any dimensionality l.WgThis corresponds to the invariant dissipation timescale

q^
SB2/2T

Wg
^

l2
g

D g0 . (3.14)

It seems a remarkable coincidence that both the spine and
fan solutions possess this g1@2 scaling. It is clear that in this
case the dimensionality l\ 1, corresponding to the fan
current solution maximizes the amount of energy(eq. [3.5]),
that can be released.

These arguments, of course, are not restricted to the spine
and fan solutions : they apply equally well to time-
dependent reconnection models. Consider, for instance, the
case of planar reconnection driven by the coalescence insta-
bility, as in & Welter and & CraigBiskamp (1980) Rickard

Here the sheet is quasiÈone-dimensional (l\ 1) with(1993).
only the width dependent on g. In the Ñux pileup regime the
instability drives the sheet according to lD g2@3, QD g1@3.
Thus a superfast dissipation rate is obtained atWgD g~1@3
the expense of the energy in the sheet SB2/2T D g0. By con-
trast, in the planar reconnection experiment of &Deluca
Craig l\ 1, l D g1@2, QD g~1@4, and so an invariant(1992),
dissipation timescale is maintained without compromising
the fast dissipation rate Wg DSB2/2T D g0.

Of course, in any concrete case, the reconnection rate is
determined by the details of the simulation, which involves
both the magnetic geometry and the boundary and initial
conditions of the problem. Watson & Craig (1997a, 1997b)
have already demonstrated that multiple scalings can arise
in magnetic geometries which comprise several nulls.
Although such models o†er intriguing possibilities, the
present argument suggests that of all the possible Ñux pileup
models, the scaling of the three-dimensional fan solution
o†ers the best compromise.

3.6. Physical Interpretation
The previous results suggest that fan current reconnec-

tion is most likely to meet the energetic constraints of the
Ñare. Even so, the largest Ñares seem well beyond the satu-
rated fan output based on the classical resistivity g \ g

c
\

10~12. This difficulty is eased considerably, however, if we
make the plausible assumption that microinstabilities
enhance the resistivity by some typical factor F. In fact,
since the physical extent of the high current region is below
the collisional mean free path of the plasma, some break-
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down of the classical resistivity is inevitable. Since estimates
(e.g., suggest F^ 104, both the fan outputParker 1979)
power and the magnitude of the energy release can be raised
by the amount F1@2\ 102, without altering the dissipation
timescale and above). Alternatively,(eqs [3.5], [3.6], [3.7]
for a Ðxed saturated output, the hydromagnetic pressure in
the fan reconnection region could be eased by an order of
magnitude F~1@4, to a level which barely exceeds the typical
coronal value.

We recognize, of course, that there are many other pos-
sibilities for enhancing the classical dissipation rate. Aside
from other mechanisms for enhancing the resistivity (e.g., by
turbulent convection), we have not considered the inÑuence
of time-dependent e†ects (e.g., Pouquet, & SulemPolitano,

& McClymont or the Ðnite compress-1995 ; Craig 1997),
ibility of the plasma (e.g., & HassamScheper 1995 ; Rickard
& Titov Multiple null solutions also appear prom-1996).
ising at Ðrst sight. But although these can involve multiple
length scales and allow several sites for the energy dissi-
pation, it seems difficult to achieve much improvement over
the present fan reconnection scalings (Watson & Craig
1997a, 1997b).

Turning to time-dependent e†ects, we note that the main
feature of the saturated power calculation is the need to
limit the amplitude of the disturbance Ðeld on the inÑow
boundary. This Ðeld is strongly ampliÐed by the inÑowÈby
factors of 100 or moreÈand eventually piles up in a narrow
current layer overlying the neutral point. It is the back
pressure generated in the Ñux pileup layer that stalls the
reconnection and leads to saturation. It is possible to
imagine situations, however, where the outer Ðeld region
becomes causally decoupled from the neutral pointÈfor
example, in dynamic compressible plasmas where near-
vacuum regions develop at the onset of the sheet. Such
extreme situations may well allow a relaxation of the steady
state saturation limit.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have considered the energy output characteristics of
three-dimensional spine and fan magnetic reconnection

solutions. Although these models have the potential for
rapid energy release, the ohmic dissipation rate is fast only if
the hydromagnetic pressure in the reconnection region
builds up continually with reductions in the plasma resis-
tivity, g. We have argued, following Watson & Craig (1997a,

that the important energetic quantity in this case is1997b),
the saturated power output obtained by limiting the hydro-
magnetic pressure in the model to levels available in the
solar atmosphere. This automatically overcomes the physi-
cal implausibility of accelerating dissipation rates as g ] 0.
It is also consistent with dynamic merging simulations
which show that the reconnection rate stalls when the back
pressure in the current layer overcomes the hydromagnetic
(boundary) forces driving the reconnection (see Biskamp

et al.1994 ; Craig 1993).
Of the two reconnection solutions considered, it seems

the fan model is the more promising Ñare candidate. The
narrow cylindrical current structures r D g1@2 of the spine
solution contain insufficient magnetic energy for the Ñare, at
least within the limits imposed by the saturated Ðeld ampli-
tudes. By contrast, the current sheet of the fan solution is
energetically far more favorable : our estimates suggest that
it can account for a modest Ñare even without invoking the
likely enhancement of the classical resistivity by micro-
instabilities.

In the present study we have considered only the sim-
plest, exact three-dimensional reconnection solutions, yet
we know from Watson & Craig that other(1997a, 1997b)
reconnection solutions can be constructed, possibly with
more favorable dissipation scalings. The geometrical argu-
ments of suggest, however, that unless the scaling° 3.5
l D g1@2 is obtained, either the power output or energy
release will be adversely a†ected. In meeting this require-
ment, we believe the current generation of exact, three-
dimensional reconnection solutions o†er encouraging
possibilities for interpreting the Ñare release.

We thank Ernie Kalnins for encouraging us to express
our solutions in terms of named functions. P. G. W.
acknowledges the support of NZ FRST funding.
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